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ANGEL ORNAMENT
Design by: AmyW (8 Projects)
About me: At first I got m y Cricut for m y
scrapbook s and then I discovered there are so
m any other uses for it. Even though I am a
m om of three boys I still sneak in the glitter and
rhinestones!

Project skill level: easy
Project time: less than 30 minutes
Project tags: Christmas Celebration Party

Decorations/Favors Gifts Holiday Décor
The glittering angel on this ornament has a horn. You can
see musical notes on the cuttlebug folder behind her.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Cuttlebug® A2 Allegro
Emboss Folder

Inspired Heart Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
light blue cardstock

red cardstock

light blue glitter

red tinsel glitter

blue rhinestone

ribbon

twine

sticker maker machine/glue

glue dots

red ink pad

STEP 1
First cut the angel with horn image, row 5 - 2 buttons over on the overlay with light blue cardstock at 3 1/2 inches. Then hit the shift button
and cut out the shadow out of the same blue cardstock at 3 1/2 inches. Then cut 2 more of the shadow at 3 3/4 out of red.

STEP 2
Take the Angel image and run it through the sticker machine or cover with glue and add the blue glitter. Emboss the light blue shadow with
the Allegro embossing folder, ink the raised embossed area with the red ink pad. Take one of the red shadow pieces and outline it with the
red tinsel glitter. Let the glitter items dry before assembly.

STEP 3
Glue the angel cut to the blue shadow. Then attach the red glittered shadow with glue dots or adhesive foam. Attach the twine (used to
hang ornament) to the back of the red glitter shadow. Then take the remaining red shadow and hide where you attached the twine. Then
add a ribbon bow with the rhinestone in the middle of the bow where the twine meets the ornament.
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